Polarization push-pull effect-based gain fluctuation elimination in Golay-BOTDA.
A Brillouin gain fluctuation elimination scheme based on a hybrid polarization pulling and pushing effect (HPPP) is proposed and experimentally demonstrated in a Golay-coded Brillouin optical time domain analysis (BOTDA) fiber sensor. The analysis reveals that, due to the non-negligible probe state of polarization (SOP) deviation caused by the polarization pulling or pushing effect, the effectiveness of eliminating Brillouin gain fluctuation by using polarization switch is significantly degraded. Nevertheless, when probe Stokes and anti-Stokes components separately interact with orthogonal polarization pumps, the SOP evolution of the probe Stokes component due to the polarization pulling is totally identical to the SOP evolution of the probe anti-Stokes component caused by the polarization pushing. Based on this characteristic of the SOP evolutions, a novel HPPP method is proposed to eliminate the gain fluctuation. Experimental results demonstrate that the gain fluctuation falls to one-eighth of that of the conventional gain-only scheme by using this proposed HPPP method.